2005 chrysler 300 blower motor not working

One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Chrysler is when it has no heat
coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable,
and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the
heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the
coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the
heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core.
At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the
driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your , this process has failed in one
way or another. There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap
off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason
to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your to not be able to create
enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow
reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top
usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water
to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the
vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the
coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at
it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go
bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it,
there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two
hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with
the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good
indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in
the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the
engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be
having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a
little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it
needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot
easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low
Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause
your to not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water
Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but
there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. One of
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you describe exactly how to remove this resistor? I have the new part but do not know if it is
necessary to remove glove box for replacement. I know the replacement part is different for an
05 from an Do you. Failure to take this precaution can result in vehicle damage. Disconnect and
isolate the negative battery cable. Remove the glove box from the instrument panel. Disengage
the wire harness connector locking tab 1 and disconnect the wire harness connector 2 from the
blower motor resistor 3. Remove the two screws 4 that secure the blower motor resistor to the
HVAC housing 5. Remove the blower motor resistor from the HVAC housing. Position the
blower motor resistor 3 into the HVAC housing 5. Install the two screws 4 that secure the blower
motor resistor to the HVAC housing. Tighten the screws to 2 N. M 17 in. Connect the wire
harness connector 2 to the blower motor resistor and engage the wire harness connector
locking tab 1. Install the glove box into the instrument panel 5. Reconnect the negative battery
cable. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Blower Fan Resistor
Content. I Have A m. New Functioning Thermostat, Temp. Sensor Replaced. Blower Works Fine.
No Bad Fuses. This Just Recently Started Happening. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Please help. Hey everyone new to the forum, tried to introduce myself but for some reason
when I clicked new thread it did nothing. I will try again later and give you guys the full lowdown
on myself. I took it to a dealership and they put it on the diagnostic and its something to do with
a open ignition circuit. I did a search on here and found that there has been some people on
here with the same problem but never says what the fix is. Its got to be something stupid, if
anyone could help me out that would be awesome. I live in Michigan and right now its about 15
degrees and we have no heat so it kinda sucks! Thanks in advance! Anyone else have any
ideas? No heat really sucks! Gotta be something simple Listen to the mighty Chicken He is one
of our resident Chryco Techs. Follow the ways of the Capon Can anyone think of anything else
to try? When the hvac control is plugged in the lights come on for defrost and ac, and you can
hear the ac compressor turning on and off when switched. I wouldnt think this would have
anything to do with it but I did remove my cig lighter to mount the digital controller for the
air-ride there so there is nothing plugged in. Didnt know if it was one of those closed loop type
of deals. I have had it on a scanner and it is throwing a code something about "open ignition
circuit" or something of that nature, cant remember exactly what it said.. I just replaced the
blower motor resistor and it did nothing, thought I would try that since its only a 10 dollar part.
The struggle continues Mine did that one night, and they replaced the ignition switch to fix. Do
you by chance have aftermarket remote start or alarm? All I have done is install a aftermarket
headunit, amp, subs and air bags. How much was it to fix it? Im trying to fix it myself if not at
least figure it out, Im not really into the 87 dollars an hour that the local dodge dealership
charges. The lights come on for the ac and defrost, I can here the ac comp. Thats all it does, no
blowing whatsoever. The airbag light that is on is the one in the cluster. Sorry if I was confusing
as to what is going on.. If you can think of anything at all please let me know.. I think we are
getting somewhere! I put the test light on the blower motor and didnt get any power coming out
of the connecter, checked both sides of fuse 42 and had no power on either side of the fuse.
What should I look for next as to why I wouldnt be getting any power to the fuse. Thanks for the
help!!! I removed the relay and checked for power at the relay and it was good. I installed a
jumper wire and I did get power at the fuse and the blower did work with the jumper wire. I then
tried swapping the relay with another one in the fuse box and it still didnt work.. Where do we
go from here? Also would it be ok to run it with the jumper wire in there for now so I at least
have some heat, its 10 degrees I think here today so heat would be great I checked that diode
for ground and it got ground, so I thought, my brother in law was over messing with some stuff
back here when he was helping me with the stereo so I turned the diode the other way and what
do you know All this over a diode being turned the wrong way!! I've been having this problem
for months now and finally i got it fixed. Thanks again!!!! This thread is still helpful. Just wanted
to say thank you. I was pulling my hair out until I thought to myself I should look on LX forums.
Nah, couldn't be that easy It was that easy. Thanks again!! Fnkychkn you are the man Thanks to
all for the awesome help in this forum. We are having the same issue however when we try to
check diode 2 it is missing. Can this be the issue? How many amps is this to replace? Get a
replacemt from the dealer a diode is not a fuse. It is a device that prevents back feeding. So
don't use a fuse go to dealer will be cheap. Jon Afterhours Mopar Performance. This was
working up until today when I tried to install an aftermarket stereo. A buddy of mine connected

the stereo to the horn fuse to see if we could get power to it prior to this there was no power to
the aftermarket. This is when we began searching for a reason and found the missing diode.
The diode was not there when we purchased this vehicle a week ago. Is the diode necessary or
is there something else that could cause this? Like Jon said, go the the dealer and get a
replacement diode Like Pete said, check fuse number 40 in the rear fuse block. Get back to us
with what you find If your cig lighter does not work with ignition then go to the back fuse panel
and you will notice there is one fuse that has two selections 3 posts a common middle, ignition
is one side and is marked with ign. I am having the same problem, it occurred right after I fixed
the pink thingy in the gear shifter. I would be very interested in anything you guys can offer
about how to approach this. It is really hot here in AZ without AC. I have the exact same
problem but the 2 diode only gets ground when the key is out of the ignition. When I turn the
igniton on the ground to diode 2 is gone and hvac controls and ac turn off. Any help? FCM front
control module controls the ground through diode 2 to trigger the run relay. Would I mess
anything up if I added ground directly? I guess ill have to take it to a dealer to get it scanned?
And thanks for the help. This saved me so much money I love you I really love you. Wow that is
crazy my diode was missing put one it and me and my kids have heat again. This saved me and
my husband so much time and money. This saved me so much money I love you I really love
you Wow that is crazy my diode was missing put one it and me and my kids have heat again. My
question is, what's causing these issues? Untrained personnel messing around the PDC?
Thanks Pete after rechecking in the daytime it was diode 2 so it's working now? Hope someone
can help me out. I am having the same issue. Airbag light in Cluster is on and not heater
controls. My car is a Chrysler touring. Single climate controls. The problem started about a
week ago. Just changed Diode 2 today with no change. I live outside of Chicago so I would like
to get issue solved before it starts to get really cold. I do have a Viper remote starter which was
already installed when I bought the car three years ago. Any help would be great. Checked all
fuses, both front and rear fuse boxes. All are good. Sorry read through my last post and it
seemed as if it could be read that everything works fine, but that is not the case. Fuses are all
good but still having the same issue. Sorry for any confusion. Anything else I can try?
Fnkychkn, I just wanted to say thanks for all the help. Ok I checked the fuses with a test light, 14
and 40 check out. My Owners Manual says that 14 is for my keyless entry and 40 is my power
mirror. It lists fuse 41 as my Climate Control Module, this has no power. Fuse 27 is my Airbag
and that has power. At this point I'm not sure if this helps or confuses me more. I'm hoping you
can make some sense of it. I checked the locations at 86 and 30 with my multimeter. Both
locations are reading Well I was so excited to try one more thing, but since its raining here and
the wind is blowing at about 35 mph I think I will wait until tomorrow. Will let you know what I
discover. Well the jumper worked. I had already replaced Diode 2 prior to posting anything in
the forum. Since the part was less than four dollars thought it might be a cheap solution. The
diode has a notch in it so its pretty diffulct to install it incorrectly. Took my dash apart this
afternoon to see if my remote start might have been tapped into the power to heater controls,
but it is attached directly to the ignition. So Fnckychkn I'm hoping you have something else to
check. No diagram access from the fnkyfone. I'll check tomorrow morning. Deleted my last post,
thought I messed something up. Anyway, ran test with no power battery disconnected. Have no
continuity between Diode 2 and the 20th pin position on the C1 plug. Completed the testing a
few minutes ago. I had continuity between C and Diode 2 location. No continuity between C and
C1. While attempting to figure out why I discovered that the wire at the 20 location on C1 had
corroded inside the plug thus breaking the connection. I stripped a small portion of the wire and
tested continuity from the wire to C, and it was good. So I think I have figured out the problem.
Would rather not have to replace the whole harness as it appears to be quite extensive.
Fnkychkn, thank you so much for all the help. I'm certain I would not have found the problem
without your guidance. Okay, something is messed up. Fnkychkn, while I was working on the
continuity test I unplugged C in order to gain access to C In addition, while I was investigating
the corroded wire issue I unplugged the gray plug next to C1 at the IPM in order to access the
harness better. I had the battery dsconnected the whole time. It was the first thing and did and
the last thing I completed. So my issue is now the car won't start. It turns over just fine but just
won't start. So now I have gone from no heat to no running. Clearly not the right direction to be
moving. Did the key dance this moring, even before breakfast, thats how much this is bugging
me. Okay, enough rambling. Thanks for the links, I have already looked up the information.
Listed below are the codes that flashed and the information I've gathered from my research.
Could this have contributed to the issue. Going out now to check fuses again. It was getting
dark last knight when I was putting things back together. Well fuse 6 was fine. I will look at C
connection tomorrow. In addition, I will research my remote start. Today I noticed an LED light
on that has something to do with the valet mode and not allowing the car to start, but that is

research something that can be done in the dark. Well it seems as though all the codes coming
up have something to do with C Doubled checked plug today and all seemed good, no bent pins
or gapped connectors. So I'm still perplexed as to what is going on with my car. In addition to
the codes previously listed the ETC light is flashing now after trying to start the car. The search
continues as I have been off work for about 10 weeks and can't afford to really deal with a
stealership. With the ETC light coming on does that mean I need to reprogram the throttle? Well
here is the lastest update on the car. I left the battery disconnected last night. Today I checked
all the relays for both proper operation and continuity. They all checked out. Next I simply
disconnected C and reconnected it. Hooked the battery back up and she fired right up. Checked
for heater controls and they are working once more. No airbag light in the cluster. So all is
good. You are the man. Thank you for this thread and Pete for all the responses on here. I'm
extremely confused at this point though because electrical stuff might as well be written in
some alien language, I have a hard time understanding so please bear with me My airbag light is
on instrument cluster. I have dual climate control. I have a Viper alarm that was installed last
year. The problem did not start until the day I picked my car up from getting the amps installed
for my audio. I did check fuse 40 which is good but I haven't check for power on anything. I also
pulled out diode 2 but I'm not even sure what I'm looking at here. I'm just super confused and
not sure what I need to do. I'm not a total dumbass but this electrical stuff just frustrates the hell
out of me. Heater and fan work fine. No cold air when AC on, but light comes on. Diode is
inserted correctly. All symptoms started at the same time when I picked my car up from the
audio shop. Apparently my two problems are unrelated. Scanner found two codes, one of which
I believe is unrelated. I have a bad fog light so I know what that is but that should not be
throwing an airbag light, so it has to be that sensor that is throwing the warning light. Thanks
for the support Pete, and if you happen to know if I can easily access whatever this sensor is let
me know! Out of curiosity have you confirmed the plugs are fully plugged into the hvac? The
symptoms your describing can happen with hvac unplugged. But the odd thing is your saying
the heat works.. I have not checked but I think the result of the freon charge is pretty definitive.
A full pound of freon and almost immediately leaked out. Haven't got in there with a blacklight
yet but I think it's pointless until I get the SC off and get a better look. My wife was driving our
chrysler c srt8 and hit a pothole and after rhat the air bag light came on in the cluster and now
the climate control wont work. Acts like it has no power going to it. Checked all fuses and the
two diodes and they r all good. Do u know what the problem may be? Also do u. Have a diagram
of the climate control wiring,the air bag wiring diagram and the ignition switch wiring diagram?
For all wiring diagrams, check the knowledge base for the complete service manual. Have you
checked the connection at the back of the HVAC unit? Nothing works. Completely
unresponsive. Same problem I'm not getting power at green pink with key on fnky. What's your
thoughts? Well i moved diode number 1 into number 2 spot now it works I'm so lost lol.. Hudini
diode. I tried to moved diode one into two but it doesn't sit flush like it's missing the metal
retainer for the diode to sit in.. Now what? Ok guys hopefully fnkychkn is still around but I have
a dodge charger rt daytona package but driving home today the air bag light in the dash came
on and lost all communication with the ac controls dual. OK so I swapped the diode into the
number 2 spot and I got my ac to work and my airbag light to go off. But when I did that I got my
traction control lights on and the little red light in the fuel gauge started blinking as if the alarm
factory was armed. I didn't have tools on me but by looking at the fuses they seem ok going to
test them tomorrow. When you say you "swapped the diode into the number 2 spot", where did
you get the diode from? A year after getting our "seal of pretty good" for the , Chrysler turns
around and delivers this crapwagon. This minivan has problems ranging from rack and pinion
steering failure to door locks that won't let you out. And trust me, you'll want to get out. The fan
motor only runs on high - and all the time! Heat, AC, defrost, is all there, but the fan cannot be
turned down or off. Even when the climate controls are turned off, the fan intake at the
passengers feet is pulling air at high speed. Very noisy and annoying. This was one of the
problems. It was really inconvenient, because it was pouring raining that day, and my
windshield was all fogged up. Could not use anything, because the blower was not working. The
problem started off during the summer when suddenly, the AC wouldn't blow in the front. Not a
big deal, I just rolled the windows down to cool off. The problem was hard to ignore once the
Pennsylvania winter kicked in and there was no fan for the defrost. I would have to let the
vehicle warm up for a long amount of time to defog the windshield. There was always a small
amount of air coming through, but without enough force to be fully effective. I bought it at 42,
miles with a 30, mile warranty. The problem happened around 85, miles, so warranty was out.
Higher speeds of travel helped push more air through, but that is downright dangerous when
traveling on snow and ice. I hooked up a tester to the resistor, and switch which is located
behind the glove box, so good luck getting to it , and everything checked out. I gave the okay,

and the replaced the motor, only to find that it still didn't work, so they replaced the resistor,
and bingo! My mechanic was very forthcoming, and told me what had happened, so they put my
old blower motor back in, and didn't charge me for any of the labor. Nearly a year later, the
blower still works, although I have lost the highest speed. I can live with that. Haven't bothered
to have it fixed yet because it isn't prohibitive to
toyota steering angle sensor calibration
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2000 ford mustang door panel
operating the vehicle. My thing is; I don't know whether it's the resistor chip, the blower motor
or the control head. I'm inclined to think it's probably the control head, because if it were the
other two I'd presumably be able to shut it off, but putting the knob in the off position does
nothing. I would sure like to know if anyone else has had this specific issue, or has thoughts on
it If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports
replace resistor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Be the first! Find a good Chrysler mechanic Read reviews of
repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Blower only works on high. Had fixed 3 months before and it broke again. Search
CarComplaints. Major problem in dead of winter!! Cannot drive in snow or extreme cold
weather. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

